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Flyer/1st Flight (Prod. By Deemax) 
Couple hours til the flight, the bags still empty; don’t wanna have to check them, but the 
ziplocks looking tempting. 
You know who got out, and they know where the hemp be; but the clan keep callin ‘cuz they 
don’t know where the rent be. 
Couple eighths you still ain’t smoke or sell tied in the safe; it might be a good idea to leave them 
at the trap and wait. 
Ol’ lady ask again when you’ll get back, and you don’t know. Was a long ass list of reasons ‘fore 
the homies brought up snow. 
Clients messaging, the fiens begging you not to go. But it’s so hot out that you been breaking 
fans and skipping shows. 
Ya mans from high school say that he whipping his father’s Rolls. 
Ya friends in college say they volunteering at the polls. 
It’s been a struggle for you, tryna find out where you fit.  
Getting anxious so you crush up the pills in the kit. 
Executive decisions, bout 100 on your list. Yet you still feel like you been under the rule of iron 
fists. 
 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers; 
tryna see if what they offer gets you any higher. 
Wonder if your bank accounts ever been drier. 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers. 
 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers; 
tryna see if what they offer gets you any higher. 
Wondering when your peers turned into your favorite buyers. 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers. 
 
Getting paranoid; if laws don’t let up, you might quit.  
Haven’t yet, ‘cuz when the money low, your people pissed. 
Still unsure how they’ll react if you go flip the script - give the mix the slip; tell all your party pals 
you ditched the strip. 
Lately seeing green, the streets exalt you in your dreams. Know life ain’t what it seems, so you 
light clips to see what it all means. 
Trying to get clean before you meet up with the  team, but you don’t like cold turkey and you 
never been the type to ween. 
Keeping preoccupied by recording the things you’ve seen so you can relay everything that’s 
happened since you left your teens: 
3 weeks - same t-shirt, same jeans; 
Keep seen - same damn dirt, same leans. 
Feet stink; can’t smell, ‘cuz same beans; 
Weak pink; can’t tell, ‘cuz same screams. 
And ya moms just called, she said it’s like 3 yards to mow. 
You turn your phone off, light another one, and let it go. 



 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers; 
tryna see if what they offer gets you any higher. 
Wonder if your bank accounts ever been drier. 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers. 
 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers; 
knowing what they offer may not get you any higher. 
Hoping that your bank account is never getting drier. 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers. 
 
And you got the first flight. 
No work - might search at first sight. 
Best day may follow worst night. 
Best pay may follow worst fight. 
 
And you got the first flight. 
No work - might search at first sight. 
Best day may follow first night. 
Best pay may follow first fight. 
 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers; 
knowing what they offer may not get you any higher. 
Hoping that your bank account is never getting drier. 
Situation dire, analyzing flyers. 
 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers; 
knowing what they offer may not get you any higher. 
Hoping that your bank account is never getting drier. 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers. 
 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers; 
knowing what they offer may not get you any higher. 
Hoping that your bank account is never getting drier. 
Situation dire, staring at these flyers. 
 
And you got the first flight. 
No work - might search at first sight. 
Best day may follow first night. 
Best pay may follow first fight. 
 
Corner Store (Prod. By Young Devante) 
I’m home; I’m home. 
Got loans; got loans. 



Yeah, we prone; we prone 
to groans; to groans. 
 
Take a walk, take a walk, take a walk with me. 
It’s some chalk, it’s some chalk, that you needa see. 
Leave some caulk, leave some caulk where the demons be. 
Do not halt, do not halt ‘cuz you see the P. 
It’s no secret we all performing a service. 
Can’t be nervous when they ask you if you heard it. 
Couple rounds woke the babies ‘round the way. 
But that same shell was on the ground the other day. 
Everybody cousin crowding at the corner store. 
Swear a couple bags of candy all that we here for. 
Swear my momma said that I can go and get me more. 
Swear we left the ammunition in the kitchen drawer. 
 
Yeah, I’m home; I’m home. 
Got zones; got zones. 
We prone; we prone 
to jones; to jones. 
 
And I’m home; I’m home. 
Dad got loans; dad got loans. 
We prone; we prone 
to groans; to groans. 
 
Make a run, make a run, make a run with me. 
It’s some fun. Where the fun’s at where you needa be. 
Leave the gun! Leave the guns where the preachers be. 
Sticky buns, do not shun ‘cuz you see the D. 
Keep a secret what you left under the covers. 
Know you too young to be buying all these rubbers. 
Couple rounds woke the babies ‘round the way. 
The hood woke up to the same sound the other day. 
Everybody cooking BB’s from the corner store. 
Swear a couple bags of Wheaties all that we here for. 
Swear my momma said that I’ma go and get me more. 
Swear we left the ammunition in the kitchen drawer. 
 
And I’m home; I’m home. 
You got zones; we got zones. 
You prone; we prone 
to jones; to jones. 
 



Yeah I’m home; I’m home. 
You got loans; we got loans. 
You prone; we prone 
to groans; to groans. 
 
Everybody on a trip to the corner store. 
Everybody on a trip at the corner store. 
Everybody on a trip to the corner store. 
Everybody on a trip at the corner store. 
 
Yeah we home; we home. 
We got zones; we got zones. 
We all prone; we all prone 
To the jones; to the jones. 
 
Yeah we home; we home. 
we got loans; we got loans. 
We all prone; we all prone 
to these groans; to these groans. 
 
Home Alone (Prod. By Smazzebeats) 
Yo, where you at? 
My auntie moved out and she left her yoga mat. 
No more tryna steal your smooches in the back. 
Hit the corner store and bring a couple packs. 
We don’t have use it all, we can relax. 
I got videos of Topher playin sax. 
I got videos of Brett Brett playing lax. 
I heard Rhapsody put Hitchcock on a track. 
I just wanna know what you think about that. 
Can’t discuss it on the phone; you know it’s tapped. 
We could use the screen, but you know these chats hacked. 
I’m not interested in giving them my face. 
I just want to have your presence in my space. 
I just want to have a sample of your grace. 
I been baking; I want you to have a taste. 
Maybe put a couple pounds down on your waist, 
and you already know that I’m willing to wait. 
 
Yo, where you been? 
I heard you been warring with something within. 
And I can’t lie; I been distracted, tryna win. 
Let’s take some time off from these night shifts and the kin. 
You know I don’t care that your hair’s already pinned. 



All I really want is a sight of your grin. 
Don’t have to check your weight on the scale, you a 10. 
You not my world, but you might be what makes it spin. 
 
Yo, where you at? 
My auntie moved out and she left her yoga mat. 
No more tryna steal your smooches in the back. 
Hit the corner store and bring a couple packs. 
We don’t have use it all, we can relax. 
(overlap) Yo, where you been? 
I heard you been warring with something within. 
And I can’t lie; I been distracted, tryna win. 
Let’s take some time off from these day shifts and the kin. 
All I really want is a sight of your grin. 
 
Yo, where you at? 
Yo, where you been? 
 
Yo, where you goin? 
I don’t understand; I thought this was flowin. 
To be honest, the last time you had me zonin. 
Tell the truth, you know you ain’t never dozin. 
You said you enjoyed the ways that we were growing. 
After all that, you can’t keep leaving me open. 
You never know which way the wind could be blowing, 
or when our short time with each other could be stolen. 
I think it’s beautiful you showing and you swollen. 
When we together, people round us say we glowing. 
You might not be the reason this Earth still goin, 
but you the reason that my world ain’t never slowing. 
 
Yo, where you goin?  
To be honest, the last time you had me zonin. 
You might not be the reason that this Earth still goin, 
but you the reason that my world ain’t never slowing. 
 
Yo, where you been?  
Let’s take some time off from these work shifts and the kin. 
All I really want is a sight of your grin. 
You not my world, but you might be what makes it spin. 
 
Yo, where you goin?  
Yo, where you been? 
Yo, where you at? 



 
Fall Tales (Prod. By Gum$) 
And you coolin’ with a jet set. 
Hos come, and go; act like they e’en met, yet. 
Yeah, you coolin’ with your jet set. 
Hos wanna go, and the chain ain’t e’en wet, yet. 
 
Tell moms you made it. 
E’er forgive, you’ll be rich, and famous. 
Fame to protect you, and keep you chainless. 
List of the tics to keep from complainin’. 
Though hurt was worth it, sometimes you hate it. 
Numb, acting dumb, just because you paid it; 
almost as dumb as the ones who jaded. 
Tongue, so the young ones won’t be berated. 
Almost as fun as the loves you dated; 
too much fun, you won’t be compensated. 
Runnin’ through the streets, like your beats broke your BlackBerry. 
Runnin’ through these dreams, like the beast; brother, that's scary. 
Homie, that’s scary. 
Baby, that’s scary. 
 
All these blessings coming to you, all you did was wave your hand. 
Mortalize seasons in titles, something like the fall of man. 
Bear the arms of highest order, something like a chimp to Pan. 
Wake too late to educate for free. Gon’ need 300 grand. 
There’s a problem with our grammar: they keep calling this our land. 
Too possessive, nigh possession. You think that was in the plan? 
That's scary. 
Homie, that's scary. 
That’s scary. 
Baby, that’s scary. 
 
And you coolin’ with your jet set. 
Hos come, and go; act like they e’en wet, yet. 
Yeah, you coolin’ with your jet set. 
Hos wanna go, and your chain ain’t e’en wet, yet. 
And you coolin’ with your jet set. 
Hos come, and go; act like they e’en met, yet. 
Yeah, you coolin’ with your jet set. 
Hos wanna go, and they chain ain’t e’en wet, yet. 
 
You broke, and pregnant; 
stuck on the change between choke, and stagnant. 



Sugar daddies on you, like you magnet. 
All you want is to be independent. 
Father say, you’re being too indignant; 
Mother acts like your dreams too malignant; 
and your mind keep circled round descendants, 
‘cause if you’re ascendant, they’ll be transcendent - 
never mind that, make them all resplendent; 
never gon’ have to be your attendant; 
never need landlord, never be tenant - 
by any means, but you stay repentant, 
so you runnin’ through the streets, like the beat broke your black berry. 
Runnin’ in your dreams from the beast; sister, that's scary. 
That's scary. 
Homie, that's scary. 
That’s scary. 
Baby, that’s scary. 
And you runnin’ through the streets, like your Beats broke your BlackBerry. 
Runnin’ in your dreams from the beast; sister, that's scary. 
Sure these blessings coming to you, you just need a wave of hand. 
Eternalize your child in titles,  and reverse the fall of man. 
Bear the arms of highest order, something like a chimp to Pan. 
Can’t wait till you graduate, your child gon’ see 300 grand. 
Problem with your parents’ grammar: talk as if you till their land; 
too possessive, nigh possession. You know that ain’t in the plan. 
Still, you; runnin’ through the streets, like the beats broke this black berry. 
Runnin’ in your dreams from the beast; baby, that's scary. 
 
Tell ma, they made it. 
Never forget you; all rich, and famous. 
Fame to protect you, and keep you chainless; 
list of the tics to keep from complainin’. 
Glistening wrist, that you keep from staining; 
glistening bibs that the baby plays in; 
glistening crib everybody stays in;  
fish in the yard that’s housing a basin 
bigger than pools they seen at the Days Inn. 
Want your attention, must send a payment; 
way in protected by mountain ranges, 
and the whole estate is golden gated. 
Tell ma you made it. 
All rich, and famous. 
Tell ma we made it. 
All rich, and famous. 
 



And you coolin’ with a jet set. 
Hos come, and go; act like they e’en met, yet. 
And you coolin’ with a jet set. 
Hos come, and go; act like they e’en wet, yet. 
Yeah, we coolin’ with a jet set. 
Hos wanna go, and the chain ain’t e’en wet, yet. 
 
And they chains ain’t even wet, yet. 
 
Act like they ain’t even met, yet. 
 
Mama Said/Fear Of God (Prod. By Tyde) 
Where you go.  
Yeah, we know. 
Yeah, we know.  
Where you go. 
Where you go.  
Yeah, we know. 
Yeah, we know.  
Where you go. 
 
Hmph. Careful what you wish for. 
Here you go! 
Hmph. Careful what you wish for. 
There you go! 
 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
Here you go! 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
There you go! 
 
We glowin’ neon, could call this world stratus. 
Ain't gotta Dodge, ‘cause the dealers, they dap us. 
Sirens been lying: they don't even have us. 
State owe us weight, so they don't even pat us. 
What do you do when the issue is they just like you? 
Tell you, never knew what's really true until we grew. 
Feelin’ blue? Get sky high, ‘cuz this dream won't do. 
Tell you one more time: This silly dreaming just won't do. 
Been luckin’ up; keep dating these groupies. 
Corns can’t keep up with your art, so they suing. 
CNN yap, while they mans blowing through tree. 
Didn’t support - Don't act like you knew. See, 
universe proud. So high in the clouds, 



every verse wows. Removing the shroud, 
spindling Loud while they dwindle the Dow. 
Gathering crowds for what you endow. 
Convened with stellar; should we call them Cephus?  
Puts Kelly and Kathy on, like they Regis; 
floundering pounder imports just to please us. 
Fumbling foundations - forgot who feed us; 
if you so great, why you act like you need us?  
Bring you up, string you up; leave us, like Jesus. 
Hmph. There you go! 
 
Hmph. Careful what you wish for. 
Here you go! 
Hmph. Careful what you wish for. 
There you go! 
 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
Here you go! 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
There you go! 
 
Saying, why not give my life? 
And she said, careful what you wish for. 
Saying, why not give a life? 
And she said, careful what you wish for. 
 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
Here you go! 
Hunh. Be careful what you wish for. 
There you go! 
 
Pregame (Prod. By AXLBEATS)  
We goin’ up. 
We blowin’ up.  
We glowin’ up. 
She all the way down. 
 
You all the way down. 
 
We buy up the city, 
the litty committee. 
Buy up the bar, and put that in a ditty, 
sprinkling cream like ma's titties was gritty, 
move around giddy with bitties that's witty. 



If they shit itty, they don't get no pity. 
Know we all hot, ‘cause we steam like we shitty. 
Peeps getting bold, treatin’ pot like it's gold. 
Haters can't stand that they know we won't fold. 
Billionaire lifestyle with no records sold. 
Laugh ‘cause they love me when they used to grill me.  
Tatt on my wrist, so appendage stay chilly. 
They didn't feel me, so they tried to kill me. 
They couldn't kill me, so now they just bill me.  
I got no time for these fools actin’ silly. 
Sex on the medi, like wet nurses heal me.  
Merry-go-medical, roundin’ these trilli’s.  
 
They goin’ up. 
We glowin’ up.  
We blowin’ up.  
They all the way down. 
 
I got the keys and the cards. She got the keys to the car. 
 
Drank in my cup, 
blue What-The-Fucks, 
molly on brain, 
shame that you sane.  
I ain't the same, 
got out the game. 
Hotter than flame,  
colder than berg.  
They hear Rel Heart, 
they know the words,  
or sing his songs - 
call that the brand.  
Tatt that on wrist.  
We getting bricks, 
spend it on this, 
save it on that, 
then get it back. 
We never lose. 
Must been confused. 
I got a ‘tude, 
she got a dude, 
club actin’ prude 
‘til we got rude. 
They in the mood, 



tender the bar, 
muse on the Tsar,  
load up the car, 
open the jar, 
load up the piece, 
turn on the brief, 
hear the police, 
tires might squeal, 
we never will.  
We write the bills. 
He gettin’ mills, 
she gettin’ heels.  
I got a deal. 
They got the pills. 
Rel got these sounds.  
What have you found?  
 
You goin’ up. 
We goin’ up. 
We all the way down. 
 
We put the bars to the keys, we got the keys at the bar. 
 
I'm goin’ up. 
We goin’ up. 
KrOŏKs blowin’ up. 
We all the way down. 
 
Who got the cards and the keys?  
We got the keys and the cars.  
Who got the bars for the keys?  
We got the keys to the bars.  
Who got the cards and the keys?  
We got the keys and the cars.  
Who got the bars for the keys?  
Rel got the keys to the bars.  
 
They goin’ up.  
You goin’ up. 
We goin’ up. 
We all the way down. 
 
You goin’ up. 
You glowin’ up.  



You blowin’ up.  
You all the way down. 
 
They goin’ up. 
They glowin’ up.  
They blowin’ up.  
They all the way down. 
 
We goin’ up. 
We glowin’ up.  
We blowin’ up.  
We all the way down. 
 
Designated Rider (Prod. By KFODT) 
Riding round in the dirty, 
riding round with that dirty.  
Pretty girl with me poppin’ thirties.  
Hope she keep them shits perky.  
 
I'm goin’ back. I'm coming back.  
She throw it back. She goin’ bad. 
 
I am like Saladin. My team the Paladin. 
Think we invalid, then please get ya ballads in. 
I picked up wealth and I can't put it down again. 
My lyrics the ticket, so please get ya ballots in. 
Offed office life so that we will not frown again. 
Laud sacrifice when I bring it around again. 
Offer the branch just to see what they drowning in. 
Hand full of olives like ‘tini came down again. Reformed  
hoodlums in corporate, like; dude, just please be down again. Uniformed 
hood ones report it, torch one, retort like: please don't leave town again.  
We see you got the crown again, 
these queens been seeding your land. 
Wanna see this oasis expand. 
What you gon’ do with 6 bill in your hand? 
What you gon’ do with two trill on your brand? 
When you own private seas laced with white sands? 
What you gon’ say when your front yard all farm? 
Stay by the ocean so Pisces'll swarm. 
Don't live by clichés, but net all the fish, 
so I might make ol’ girl new chick my bitch, 
and that would make her my new queen, I guess. 
I gotta genie, I get every wish. 



Heard that my work is all that they request, 
write as if Langston Hughes was frequent guest, 
hunt like a shark when clean girls be the dish. 
This life a test. We can't treat it like jest, 
but we gon’ laugh when it's gold on our crest. 
Bass in my chest? 
Must be the weed. 
I meant the trunk. 
Cruising like Speed. 
Street King like Reeves. 
 
She goin’ back. She coming back.  
She throw it back. She goin’ bad. 
 
Riding round in the dirty, 
riding round with that dirty.  
Pretty girl with me poppin’ thirties.  
Hope she keep them shits perky.  
 
Heard I was lost in the Bay, but I’m found again. 
Heard I was lost in PA, but I’m found again.  
Bring out them pounds again, and the Klonopins - leave the Olonzapine. 
We on good ground again. They out they gowns again. 
Shame that the good ones keep turnin’ to hoes.  
Left her ‘cuz she turned in the final throes, swore that she loyal then fucked all my foes.  
Paid for the pedi, and I kissed her toes.  
Material serial; time gon’ be gone,  
saving up spring water just for the bongs. 
Smoke so much dank my Herr’s chips taste like cookies. 
Been getting rich since MJ was a rookie. 
Tower, Apollo and Fox wouldn't book me, 
lit up the theatre to pay off the bookie. 
Surviving stars, I guess you’d call that Wookie. 
More life at the shores, like I’m courting Snooki.  
 
Be goin’ back. Be coming back.  
She throw it back. She goin’ bad. 
 
Hand behind my back, ‘cause I’m countin’ blessings.  
Praise God in heaven, bout to buy a seven. 
Kneadin’ all this bread; I break it down unleavened.  
Buying blueberry flights like blue Skyy was my bedding. 
Know my weed stink good, like sexy shower pussy.  
Pushing kush leaf, with girls with cushy tushies.  



 
Riding round in the dirty, 
riding round with that dirty.  
Pretty girl with me poppin’ thirties.  
Hope she keep them shits perky.  
 
Riding round in the dirty, 
Pretty girl with me poppin’ thirties.  
 
We goin’ back. We coming back.  
She throw it back. She goin’ bad. 
 
Swerve Sap (Prod. By OrionCreates) 
Kinda funny, that we all aliens - 
not even sure how we got here. 
Kinda find it funny when we false salient. 
We not even sure... 
 
Spare us all the regrets, ‘cause if you can’t, then, what we gon’ do? 
Sharing blissful secrets, like our biggest fear is losing you. 
We don’t like to name call, but all your haters our number two. 
Build the brand on broad ways, then run it down, like a fuckin’ foo. 
Ya friends is on the 40 bus, 
just to get their kick game up; 
piss on sluts with sloppy butts- 
cluckin’ cunts wan’ face a nut. 
Trump - supposed to give a fuck, 
bum supposed to get a buck. 
Overflow, might get a cup; 
chase it, with a little luck. 
Pace it with a little lady. 
You ain’t tryna have no baby; 
but, if she don’t think it’s crazy, 
yeah, you tryna have that baby. 
Smoke up flowers for pushed daisies. 
Every season ends a book. 
Swear, it won’t be you they bury; 
you pimped death, and beat her bush. 
She left you two concubines: 
one is bright and one is dark. 
Feel like eclipse in your hands - 
you keep both them close to heart. 
Listenin’ to new age rap bands, 
whipping whiskey, playing darts. 



Wifey key to get in line; 
trust in she, like push to start. 
Sound like the plug blessed you: give you three for the one. 
Your family got the canon, it’s no need for guns. 
They broke all the banks, and gave the money to the bums; 
you look so official, you don’t need to run. 
No hooky, but you run it. 
Bookies wont’ e'en gun it 
at this long ass light, though. 
Strong ass lypo, ‘cause your pockets getting fat, 
stackin’ up these Macs, 
stockin’ up them gats, 
and product over that. 
Remain focused on these ends - call that Revelation. 
You keep bleeding out all of the pens while you on vacation. 
You don’t gamble, but you spin, with no hesitation, 
and the motherlovin’ gang drank all the gin in the basement. 
Cleaned your airbrushed photo edits, so the people see the real you. 
Since you sure you want the credit, make sure real people feel you. 
And they swear you on the lam, so if they could, they would steal you, 
and wash off all that history to see if it’s still you. 
Meanwhile, so-called elect prefects put your people in the pool. 
and rejects pressing eject; you paying to keep them in schools. 
Still you buying kings, ‘cause three queens got the mattress full; 
live and die in rings, ‘cuz the creator had no tools. 
 
Kinda funny, that we all aliens- 
not even sure how we got here. 
Gotta find it funny, when we false salient, 
We not even sure...  
 
Kickback Politick (Prod. By Mathiastyner) 
Ya bitch wan’ party with Barbies.  
Ya friends wanna party the ‘rari.  
Ya sibs want a carton of sorries.  
They kids caught me farting on Artsy.  
On your blood, these niggas bitchin’.  
On your rugs, it’s in they stitching.  
They been snitching on the kitchen  
since they been pitched out the kitten.  
See your house, they call that Ritten.  
Best get out the hood; good riddens!  
Parade Dream Chasers ‘round Broad Street, ‘cause some still feel like State Prop.   



Pull the Young Gunz out the Chain Gang  
‘fore they shoot up all the shops.  
This shit wild. These fiens been camping on the block to get these shots. 
It’s the jungle. Gangs gone Apeshit ‘cause the Tidal blocked they shots. 
World War rumble. Nations take you to the silo, get you popped;  
to the border, get you chopped;  
to the food bank, get you slop;  
tell you: don’t stop till get enough; don’t think you gon’ ever stop.  
They been starving, where’s the crops?  
You bleed gardens, feed them hops.  
They so tired of conspired, neighborhoods won’t feed they cops.  
The empire got them wired, why the stoners throwing rocks 
‘til officials nix the missiles, stop treating people like props.  
 
Ya miss at the party with Barbies.  
Y’all kissed ‘cause you brought her the ‘rari.  
Ya sibs always calling you sorry.  
Ya friends filled the cart, this bitch tardy.  
Ya friends wan party the Barbies.  
Ya friends wanna party the ‘rari.  
Ya sibs want a carton of sorries.  
They kids caught me farting on Artsy.  
  
Smart as hell, wise as heaven.  
You got three strands in the seven.  
You turned all your greenbacks blue.  
Filled your room with custom shoes.  
You won’t spend without returns.  
No limits on what you earn.  
Exponential ROIs. 
Flame retardant, cash won’t burn.  
You got tassels in your castle,  
and you still seem young and bashful.  
I’m put all that in a song.  
I put all that on her thong,  
Then on God, if that was wrong. 
Get distracted playing pong, 
blame the losses on the throng.  
They trashed your crib all night long. 
Ya miss at the party with Barbies.  
Y’all kissed ‘cause you brought her the ‘rari.  
Ya sibs always calling you sorry.  



Ya friends filled the cart, this bitch tardy.  
Ya friends wan party with Barbies.  
Ya friends wanna party the ‘rari.  
Ya sibs want a carton of sorries.  
They kids caught me farting on Artsy.  
 
The Letout/Afterparty (Prod. By OSKRR) 
You got a handle, but can’t keep it on the moonshine, 
‘cuz at the risk of sounding corny, this girl too fine. 
The way her leggings fit, would venture that she divine. 
You like, if had one of those, then I would keep mine. 
Think you saw her on that tv channel. 
In the middle of her circle, got a handle. 
You wanna know what’s underneath the flannel, 
she too busy talking ‘bout her candles. 
Girls you brought in comment on her looks. 
Wanna know how much work that shit took. 
You just realized you look like a crook. 
Swear it’s not the liquor, but you shook. 
Wanna reel her in but need a hook. 
You got more pickup lines than a Nook, 
but right now all you got is a blank, 
and you know you not about to offer crank. 
Know you not about to mention this girl flank, 
but you not tryna end the night with Wankz. 
You might need to take her to the bank. 
Somebody pass a blunt filled with your dank. 
All of a sudden, you find courage and your vision clear. 
She got Versace heels, her makeup prolly never smear. 
In the background, someone tap you, and say “be a dear”. 
They pass the handle; better keep one on the Everclear. 
Propose an afterparty downtown to prolong the cheer. 
All the solids raise a glass and all the broke ones jeer. 
You check your wallet just to make sure you can host the sphere; 
and then your homie tell you your ex-girlfriend just appeared. 
Too much to handle, she keep swinging ‘cuz you never here, 
while every save a ho around her screaming “never fear!”. 
You forgot you were supposed to meet her by the pier, 
and that you promised you won’t flake and you flew on a Lear. 
She bring up everything that happened in your yesteryear, 
and you like what did you expect, for me to be a seer? 
You walk away before this good ass night end with her tears, 
invite the new girl to Silk City and hand her a beer. 



 
Silk City/Pulse (Prod. By John Savage Music)  
Silk 
 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it low. 
Take me there. Don’t know when I’ma go. 
Don’t ask me how much smoke I’ma blow. 
I been where don’t anybody wanna go. 
I spent 100K on rhymes and flows, 
just to get a Kim K on my show. 
Meet me at the door, I got the bands. 
I got all the liq, only two hands. 
 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance real nice. 
Take me there. I don’t care ‘bout the price. 
Too gone to determine drink from ice. 
Sleep off the hangover on the flight. 
Don’t ask me questions ‘bout wrong or right. 
I’m just tryna give this girl the pipe, 
be anonymous for just one night; 
calm shit down, and outlive all the hype. 
 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it low. 
Take me there. Don’t know when I’ma go. 
Don’t ask me how much dough I’ma blow. 
I been where don’t nobody wanna go. 
Meet me at the door, I got the bands. 
I got all the liq, only two hands. 
Girl, tonight might be our only chance. 
I just, I just wanna see you dance. 
 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance real nice. 
Take me there. I don’t care ‘bout the price. 
Too gone to determine liq from Sprite. 
Sleep off the hangover on the flight. 
Don’t ask me questions ‘bout wrong or right. 
I’m just tryna give this girl the pipe, 
be anonymous for just one night, 
calm shit down and outlive all the hype. 
 
Silk 
 
I keep both my fingers on her wrist. 
I spent most my winnings down at Pulse. 



I like how you look behind the mist. 
I left my first lady in the Gulf. 
I’ll keep both my hands cupped on your tits 
if you can keep that from both our folks. 
You seem like the type to cherish love. 
I forgot how good that feeling was. 
If I could, I’d buy you diamond gloves, 
just to get your hands in my back rubs. 
Girl, tonight might be our only chance. 
I just wanna see you strip and dance. 
 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance real nice. 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance all night. 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance real nice. 
Dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance, dance all night. 
 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it low. 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it slow. 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it low. 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it slow. 
 
Drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop it low. 
Take me there. Don’t know when I’ma go. 
Don’t ask me how much smoke I’ma blow. 
I been where everybody wanna go. 
I spent 300K on tryna glow, 
just to get a Kylie K on my show. 
Meet me at the door, I got the bands. 
I hit all the licks, only two hands. 
 
Thursday Night/Long Ride Home (Prod. By Tobi Aitch) 
We just got made. I just got paid. 
Let’s use this fame, and go get laid. 
Forget the girls that we played. 
Forget the dudes that you saved. 
See the lane that we paved? We can save that for the lames.  
Ain’t no time for that. 
We can save that for the grave. Ain’t no time for that. 
Wanna buy a couple chains, hit my line for that. 
Long ride home, we only doing 50. 
Got some bones, got some spirits with me. 
Yo, you remember when they wouldn’t tip me? 
Let me tell you how the TSA was tryna strip me. 
I can’t say exactly how it is they didn’t get me. 



I brought all these chickens home and these ducks still don’t get me. 
I sent all these birds home and these buzzards still don’t dig me. 
Back where I’m staying, it ain’t much there but a safe that’s empty, 
some dirty laundry, and some fans who might not pay, but rip me. 
But it’s better than the people here who tried to stick me. 
Swear it’s better than the females here who tried to trick me. 
Shit, I just remembered I’ma have to clean these hickeys. 
If ol’ lady see my neck when I get there she gon’ whip me. 
Only been here for a minute, but you know it grip me. 
How the city never sleep, and yet the lights be blippy. 
I believed when I flew out that I could fix all that. 
Ain’t been gone for that long, but don’t think I’m coming back. 
I don’t know what to do with a place that never changes, 
even after all the work we did to rearrange it. 
I’m not dying for no reason, yo, I will not cape it. 
We not living no reason, we was born to make it. 
I love this place but I know for me, there are better places. 
I just hope that when I’m gone I’m still in their good graces. 
 
We just got made. You just got paid. 
Let’s use this fame, and go get laid. 
Repay the girls that we played. 
Forgive the dudes that you saved. 
See the lane that we paved? We can save that for the lames.  
Ain’t no time for that. 
We can save that for the grave. Ain’t no time for that. 
Wanna buy a couple planes, hit my line for that. 
Thursday night, we only doing 50. 
Got some zones, got some spirits with me. 
Yo, you remember when they wouldn’t tip me? 
Let me tell you how the police tried to strip me. 
I can’t say exactly how it is they didn’t get me. 
Gift of God that I ain’t have the sticky with me. 
Only been here for a minute, but you know it grip me. 
How our city never sleep, and yet the lights still blippy. 
I believed when I moved out that I could fix all that. 
Ain’t been gone for that long, now I’m never coming back. 
I’m not sure what to do with a place that never changes, 
even after all the work we did to rearrange it. 
You not dying for no reason, yo, you will not cape it. 
We not living no reason, we was born to make it. 
I love this place but I know for me, there are better places. 
I just hope that when I’m gone I’m still in your good graces. 
 



Thursday night, we only doing 50. 
 
Got some zones, got some spirits with me. 
 
Long ride home, we only doing 50. 
 
Got some bones, got some spirits with me. 
 
Flyest/Round Trip (Prod By Haroutonthetrack 
Walk up to the counter, bags heavy with loot. 
She say keep it steady, baby. You know what to do. 
Carry on that’s ‘bout to stick to me like glue. 
Carry on, security. Ain’t nothin’ new. 
Love to make me wait. I’m the last one through the gate. 
Love to fuckin’ hate. Oh, now the plane’s overweight. 
Ima keep this in my lap, kind sirr. 
Ima put this under that seat, fine girrl. 
Yeah, I’m fuckin’ baked. Got damn right I’m fuckin baked. 
Bitch, I’m on a plane. Got damn right, I’m fuckin baked. 
Get the story straight. You don’t even know the stakes. 
No, I don’t want grape. You ain’t offer me no crepes. 
Sit down in your seat. Where the fuck’s the fucking heat? 
Nah, I won’t repeat. I don’t need them cuffin’ me. 
Flying for a whole team. Do not sit with me. 
My girls own the whole scene. Do not pick with me. 
Whispered arguments: “Why the hell you worried then?” 
Lifting up both hands. Get us through the turbulence. 
Seatbelt light on. What am I, like 5? 
Every eye on. What am I, the guy? 
What is this, a film? What am I, a shylock? 
Know you see my hunger; and I don’t mean Frylock. 
Nah, homie. That’s not my woadie, 
but I bet 900K that Ima Get Shorty. 
Ima get mine. You gon’ get yours, 
and God bless those who got the seat by emergency doors. 
My feet off the floor. My seat over shores, 
and if my team poor, we still higher than yours. 
Like Standard & Poor’s, our word is our is bond. 
We finished the tour. We conquered the pond. 
Not the Beetles, though. Flyer than the Eagles, ho. 
Ain’t no needles, ho. Higher than Space needles, though. 
We leave our graffiti all over the steeple, bro. 
We bring Nefertiti’s to service, and leave them, bro. 
Searching through the back pocket for my boarding pass 



just to make sure that I got something to wipe my ass. 
Keep that quiet, walk around here like I got some class. 
You know all the bullshit that we got me past? 
All that shit is moot. All that’s just the roots. 
We been wielding nukes. They been shielding dukes. 
I’m gon’ need a suit. I’m gon’ need a coupe.  
I’m gon’ need a group, cuz’ l ball, like hoop. 
I’m conglomerate. Now they fond of it. 
They watch me, like they don’t ever know what time it is. 
I’m so hot and cold I don’t care what the climate is. 
Wrote so many songs, they never know what rhyme I’m in. 
But they love these birds. Got everybody chiming in. 
Yup, they love these words. Now everybody chiming in. 
 
Walk up to the cabby, bags heavy with loot. 
She say keep it plain, baby. You know what to do. 
Carry on that’s ‘bout to stick to me like glue. 
Carry on, security. Ain’t nothin’ new. 
Love to make me wait. I’m the last one out the gate. 
Love to fuckin’ hate. My luggage was overweight? 
Ima send that bill to you, kind sirr. 
Ima save these thrills for you, fine girrl. 
Almost spilled out my ripped bags on the curb. 
Wonder if that’s ‘cuz I gave wifey the curve. 
Wonder if it’s ‘cuz I shorted those I served. (Hope not) 
Wonder if I’m imported, so much swerve. 
Leave all that in the air. No room to be perturbed. 
Big ass backpack say “Do not Disturb.” 
Ima roast some herb.  
Ima post a Blurb. 
Ima host some nerd girls who know how to stir. 
 
Walk up to the zone, my bags heavy with loot. 
She say welcome home, baby. You know what it do. 
Carry on that’s ‘bout to stick to me like glue. 
Carry on, please peeps. Ain’t nothin’ new. 
Love to make me wait. Finally getting through the gate. 
Love to fuckin’ hate. Hell no, I’m not overweight. 
Ima remember all that, kind sirr. 
Wanna get up under that, fine girrl. 
Yeah, I’m fuckin’ baked. Got damn right I’m fuckin baked. 
I came on a plane. Got damn right, I’m fuckin baked. 
No it ain’t no weight. Yeah I shipped all of the freight. 
Get the story straight. Let me tell ‘bout the stakes. 



 
Walk up to the door, my bags heavy with loot. 
She say welcome home, baby. You know what it do. 
 
You know what to do. 


